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EFFECTS OF COOLING SYSTEMS ON THE THERMAL BEHAVIOUR  

OF MACHINE TOOLS AND THERMAL ERROR MODELS 

Today, cooling systems are increasingly applied to the structure of machine tools (MT). Unfortunately, to date 

there have been few efforts to precisely control these cooling systems, which inhibits the full utilisation of their 

potential to improve MT thermal behaviour (to reduce thermal errors). Moreover, the effects of cooling systems, 

especially the effects of cutting fluids, on thermal error compensation models are often omitted. This paper deals 

with the effects of fluid cooling systems on the thermal behaviour of MT and thermal error compensation models. 

It provides a detailed review of the state of the art, followed by the authors’ recent research on these issues. Firstly, 

the sensitivity of thermal error compensation models based on transfer functions (TF) to modification of fluid 

cooling systems and cutting fluid presence is discussed. Secondly, gradient regulation of the cooling unit to 

improve MT accuracy is presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

MT for cutting operations will continue being an important segment of production 

resources despite the increasing use of other production technologies such as casting, forming 

and, more recently, 3D printing. This is particularly true in the case of high value-added 

production, where high levels of dimensional accuracy and surface quality of shaped parts are 

required, along with material homogeneity of the final product. However, machining 

production requires mastering process accuracy and stability as well as process energy 

efficiency and flexibility. Meeting all of these qualitative aspects within a single manufac-
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turing system remains challenging today. This adverse situation is largely caused by mutually 

conflicting relationships, where routine remedies taken to enhance the para-meters of one 

aspect of production often markedly deteriorate the parameters of other aspects. 

MT thermal behaviour is a common factor of the majority of the conflicting 

relationships. For example, the geometric accuracy of MT, traditionally associated primarily 

with production quality and machine assembly and alignment, is also influenced by the 

ongoing thermal deformations of the MT structure. In addition, thermo-mechanical 

phenomena naturally relate to the entire kinematic chain, machine tool, tool, workpiece 

system, and thus influence the resulting workpiece accuracy [1]. Thus, avoiding thermally 

induced deviations in workpiece dimensions has become crucial. 

Active cooling, symmetrically designed machine structures, temperature measurements, 

and real-time thermal error compensation models are already common practice. Since 

reconstruction is mainly feasible in the MT prototype stage and the accuracy of predictive FE 

models depends on precise boundary condition determination and huge computing times, 

thermal error compensation models (software compensation) along with adaptive heat flux 

control signify widely employed strategies to reduce the thermal errors of MT already 

employed in production lines. 

Furthermore, fluid cooling systems are frequently used in MT design to temper 

components, as thermal influences induce geometric errors and deteriorate MT accuracy [2]. 

In particular, if MT components are thermally loaded by heat losses, they must be cooled to 

prevent thermal damages. Therefore, fluid cooling systems, as an inseparable part of most 

MT equipment, are an important factor with significant impacts on the resultant MT thermal 

errors. In [3], an overview of the latest research in the field of fluid elements in MT is 

presented. Fluid cooling systems impact both cooling effectiveness and thermal error 

reduction, as well as service friendliness, energy savings, thermal load reduction and costs. 

Mayr et al. [4] further discussed thermal issues in MT in connection with fluid cooling 

systems in a specialized review. 

Fluid cooling circuit design largely affects MT accuracy. In Fig. 1 (left), the positioning 

error of a cooled linear axis is shown [5]. The positioning error is affected by “over cooling” 

the linear axes, as the MT uses one cooling circuit for all tempered components and the feed 

system is the first in view of the flow. In [5], a model developed by computing the amount of 

heat generated in the feed drive system using thermal TF is presented. The model is applied 

to adaptive control of the cooling circuit. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Positioning error of a cooled linear axis with one cooling circuit; the system is “over-cooled” (left), positioning 

error reduction with adaptive control of the cooling circuit (right) [5] 
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A significant reduction of thermal positioning errors induced by the feed drive is 

illustrated in Fig. 1 (right). 

High traversing speeds and accelerations put a heavy load on the feed drives, causing 

heat to be generated. Without suitable position measuring technology, this rise in temperature 

can quickly lead to significant positioning errors. These errors are usually minimized using 

linear measurement systems. In order to increase stiffness and remove backlash of ball screws, 

preloading mechanisms have been used. Consequently, the applied preload on screw shaft 

produces more heat through bearing friction and potentially causes thermal variations [6]. 

Fluid cooling of a screw shaft and nut cooling are common contemporary solutions to prevent 

negative thermal effects of ball screws. If the cooling structure inside the nut is well-

optimized, it can be achieved equivalent cooling capacity as hollow shaft cooling. A closed 

loop FEA of the cooled ball screw drive system is carried out to predict thermo-mechanical 

state in [6]. Presented FEM takes into account transient heat sources in bearings due to the 

coupling between the generated friction heat and the screw shaft axial force changes due to 

thermal deformation. FEM model and the programmed loop, consisting of thermal analysis 

followed by structural analysis is shown in Fig. 2. The developed FEM can be employed for 

evaluation of the designed cooling system in order to avoid failure of the ball screw system 

due to implied thermal stresses. The heat losses in the bearings are updated in accordance 

with the current thermo-mechanical state, see Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the simulation loop, consisting of thermal analysis followed by structural analysis [6] 

The effects of fluid cooling systems of internal heat sources are related to the unstable 

and inconsistent intensity of a particular cooling circuit’s action against the intensity of the 

relevant heat source. Hellmich et al. [7] showed that the dynamic changes in heat sources in 

the operating conditions of direct spindle drives require on-line monitoring and active control 

of the behaviour of the forced liquid cooling system to maintain the greatest possible cooling 

precision and to keep spindle displacements as low as possible. 

Popken et al. [8] investigated the control concepts of different cooling system structures 

for MT and associated modelling. They focused on a cooling structure with a central variable 
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speed drive unit in combination with proportional valves to distribute the flow rates, and on 

overcoming the over-determinacy of this cooling structure. Further investigation is necessary 

due to the cross-coupling of the system. 

Application of temperature control in a high-performance large optics grinding machine 

with in-situ metrology capability was reported in [9]. To achieve thermal stability throughout 

the machine, a nine-channel temperature control system was developed. The temperature 

control approach in this case differs significantly from previous systems. Here a single cooling 

fluid is applied to different elements of the machine. The cooling capacity for each element 

is adjusted using proportional valves that control the flow rate. Each proportional valve is 

controlled by temperature measurements of the machine’s sub-systems or process fluid. This 

temperature control approach enables a highly cost-effective solution to thermal management 

at 0.1 K control accuracy and provides a rapid level of control with a large cooling capacity. 

Active control of a fluid cooling system based on TF is presented in [10] and [11].  

The essence of active cooling control (ACC) is to remove/add a precise amount of heat 

from/to the structure in order to minimize the thermal error caused by non-stationary heat 

sources. The thermal error at the tool centre point (TCP) is generally unknown. Therefore,  

the thermal error must be first estimated from the main factors acting on the thermo-

mechanical system (surrounding temperature, internal heat sources, etc.) using a TF model. 

If the goal is to minimize the thermal error, the cooling system must cause deformation, which 

is exactly opposite to the thermal error. This can be done with an IDTFC (inverse 

deformational transfer function of the cooling system), which enables recalculation  

of compensatory deformation into cooling (see Fig. 3). The terminology used for different 

types of TF according to their physical interpretation is described in [12]. 

 
Fig. 3. Active cooling control scheme [10] 

 

 

The ACC method was tested on a built-in cooling jacket of a CYTEC machine tool 

electrospindle (power 18 kW, torque 70 Nm and maximal revolution 15,000 rpm).  

The resultant residual MT thermal error remained within the range of ± 3 μm, 2% of the 

maximum thermal error in the Z-direction, see Fig. 4. Since fluid cooling systems  

of internal heat sources have significant impacts on MT thermal behaviour and consequently 

resulting thermal errors at the TCP, they naturally affect thermal error compensation models 

as well. 
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Fig. 4. Deformational balance (left), residual deformation - measured and calculated (right) [11] 

A review of the literature shows that existing MT thermal simulation models (including 

thermal error compensation models) have mainly considered internal heat sources and thermal 

dissipation boundary conditions, but have rarely considered cutting fluid influences on 

thermal behaviour [13]. Cutting fluid is commonly used in flood cooling techniques, where  

a cooling jet is used to cool, lubricate, and remove chips generated during processing for the 

active zones. Thus, the cutting fluid absorbs a considerable amount of cutting heat and spatter 

on the machine bed, workpiece column, rotary table, and other components, resulting in  

a significant increase in thermal deformation. It has been shown in many applications that 

cutting fluid has a significant influence on the thermal behaviour of MT employing flood 

cooling techniques. Investigations in turning have shown that conventional coolants can 

significantly reduce the thermal error [14]. Use of a coolant has resulted in tool expansion 

reduction of over 80%. However, recent efforts to encourage minimum quantity lubrication 

(MQL) do not take this effect on accuracy into account [15]. Chen [16] studied thermally 

induced MT errors in real cutting conditions. The results showed that the prediction accuracy 

of solely air cutting compensation models is unacceptable in real cutting applications. Thus, 

MT thermal error compensation methods should include cutting process effects to ensure 

robustness. This is because the cutting load and the cutting coolant applications produce 

significant thermal effects which are not taken into account by the air cutting approach. Mayr 

et al. [17] experimentally investigated the influence of cutting fluid on the overall thermal 

behaviour of a precise five-axis milling machine. The measured results proved that cutting 

fluid affects thermal behaviour strongly. 

Generally, the effect of the cutting fluid is different in some aspects compared to the 

operation of the fluid cooling circuits of internal heat sources. While the fluid cooling circuits 

of internal heat sources mainly affect the machine structure, the process cooling circuit 

impacts the entire “machine-tool-workpiece” thermo-mechanical system. Moreover, there is 

an equally important, indirect impact on thermal error compensation models. 

The effects of fluid cooling systems, including flood cooling techniques using cutting 

fluid, on MT thermal behaviour and thermal error compensation models are illustrated with 

the authors’ recent research results. Chapter 2 focuses on the effects of fluid cooling systems 
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on MT thermal error compensation models. In Chapter 3, measurements on a test bed 

(representing a vertical milling centre with a C-shaped frame) and the measurement results  

of novel gradient regulation of the cooling unit are described, followed by a discussion about 

the influence of gradient regulation on thermal errors at the TCP. Finally, conclusions are 

drawn and suggestions concerning future research in this field are put forth. 

2. EFFECTS OF FLUID COOLING SYSTEMS ON THERMAL ERROR MODELS 

Pressure from MT manufacturers is logically applied to reduce the time required for 

machine testing and the overall time allocated to engineers to complete machines before 

shipment. This is also associated with the demand to minimize modelling time for thermal 

error compensation. 

All of the following experiments have been performed on a gantry-type 5-axis milling 

centre with a rotary table (diameter 630 mm). The MT was equipped with a number of internal 

temperature probes (RTD) primarily used for safety and diagnostic purposes which were 

installed in the MT control system by the MT manufacturer. The temperatures are recorded 

in 0.1 °C and 0.5 °C intervals. The tested machine is schematically shown in Fig. 5 alongside 

the approximate positions of the internal temperature probes used in the compensation 

models. 

 
 

Fig. 5. General overview of the 5-axis milling machine with the approximate positions of internal temperature probes  

The following research focused on testing the sensitivity of a thermal error compensa-

tion model based on TFs to uncalibrated changes in input parameters, in terms of both  

the difficulty of model modification and the time needed for additional testing on the milling 

centre. 
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2.1. THERMAL TRANSFER FUNCTION-BASED MODELLING METHOD 

The frequency TF describes the link between the output (response) and the input 

(excitation) of a dynamic system in the frequency domain. If the system is linear, the TF is 

constant. TFs are commonly used in the analysis of analogue electronic circuits and 

mechanical systems. Application of TFs on thermo-mechanical systems has recently become 

an appealing phenomenon [18–22]. 

Thermo-mechanical TFs contain the nature of the heat transfer principles [18], thus  

the calibration of the empirical parameters is simpler and the model is also more reliable with 

untested inputs because the data is forced to conform to the same principles as the real process 

[23]. In addition, the results are obtained very quickly. These parameters make thermo-

mechanical TFs suitable for real-time modelling and thermal and thermo-mechanical system 

diagnostics. 

A discrete TF is used to describe the link between the excitation and the response 

equations (1) and (2): 

 

𝑦(𝑡) = 휀. 𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑒(𝑡), (1) 

 

𝑦(𝑡) =
𝑎𝑛𝑧

−𝑛 +⋯+ 𝑎1𝑧
−1 + 𝑎0𝑧

0

𝑏𝑚𝑧
−𝑚 +⋯+ 𝑏1𝑧

−1 + 𝑏0𝑧
0
∙ 𝑢(𝑡);  (2) 

 

where m>n. The vector u(t) in equations (1) and (2) is the TF input in the time domain, y(t) 

is the output vector in the time domain, ε represents the TF in the time domain, e(t) is  

the disturbance value (further neglected), an are calibration coefficients of the TF input, bm 

are calibration coefficients of the TF output, n and m are orders of the TF numerator and 

denominator respectively and z is a complex number. 

The difference form of a discrete TF (the generally suitable form for modern MT control 

systems using their programming languages) in the time domain is introduced in equation (3): 

 

𝑦(𝑘) =
𝑢(𝑘 − 𝑛)𝑎𝑛 +⋯+ 𝑢(𝑘 − 1)𝑎1 + 𝑢(𝑘)𝑎0

𝑏0

− (
𝑦(𝑘 − 𝑚)𝑏𝑚 +⋯+ 𝑦(𝑘 − 1)𝑏1

𝑏0
),  

(3) 

 

where k represents the examined time period and k-n (k-m) means the n-multiple  

(m-multiple) delay in the sampling frequency of the measured input vector (simulated output 

vector). Linear parametric models of ARX (autoregressive with external input) or OE (output 

error) identifying structures are used to estimate TF coefficients. The stability of each TF and 

the relationship between the thermo-mechanical system input and output described by the TF 

are examined through linear time invariant (LTI) step response, see [24]. Excitations in TFs 

are temperatures measured close to heat sources and the responses stand for deformations in 

the examined directions. 
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All model results are associated with approximation quality expressions. A global 

approximation quality of the simulated behaviour is expressed in equation (4). This value 

represents the percentage of the output variation reproduced by the model [24]. 

 

𝑓𝑖𝑡 = (1 −
‖𝛿𝑚𝑒𝑎 − 𝛿𝑠𝑖𝑚‖

‖𝛿𝑚𝑒𝑎 − 𝛿�̅�𝑖𝑚‖
) ∙ 100. (4) 

 

The mea value in equation (4) is the measured output (thermal deformation at the TCP), 

sim is the simulated/predicted model output, and 𝛿s̅im expresses the arithmetic mean of the 

measured output over time. The vector norm used in equation (4) is generally expressed as 

follows: 

 

‖𝛿‖ = √𝛿1
2 + 𝛿2

2 +⋯𝛿𝑟
2, (5) 

 

where  is a general vector of a length r. 

An approximation quality focused on comparison of local extremes of both the simula-

ted and measured behaviours is expressed in equation (6). This value represents  

the maximum thermal error measured after compensation model application at the TCP: 

 

∆𝑝𝑘 = |min (𝛿)| + |max (𝛿)|, (6) 

 

where pk is the abbreviation for a peak-to-peak evaluation method, i.e. the difference 

between the maximum positive and the maximum negative values of the examined behaviour. 

2.2. IMPACT OF COOLING SYSTEM MODIFICATION  

ON SOFTWARE COMPENSATION EFFECTIVENESS 

Eddy current sensors firmly gripped in the measuring fixture were employed for non-

contact sensing of the displacements between the TCP represented by a test mandrel (length 

125 mm, diameter 40 mm) and the rotary table (regular workpiece position), per international 

standard ISO 230-3 [25], as shown in Fig. 6. Displacements were sensed in micrometre 

resolution. 

The compensation TF model considers spindle rotation and the influence of time-

varying ambient temperature in this case, except for the cutting process. Two temperature 

probes, Tsp and Tbase, are used as input into the thermal error model of the tested machine.  

The model predicts thermally induced displacements at the TCP in the most affected  

Z-direction. The model structure expressed by equation (7) is also introduced in [26]: 

𝛿Z sim = (∆𝑇sp − ∆𝑇base) ∙ 휀1⏟            
𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑

+ ∆𝑇base ∙ 휀2⏟      
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 
𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 

𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒

, 
(7) 
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where Z sim is the simulated/predicted model output, ΔTsp and ΔTbase express the relevant 

temperatures at the relative coordinates measured close to heat sources (see Fig. 5) and ɛ1 and 

ɛ2 represent TFs in a time domain describing the relationships between the relevant inputs and 

outputs (temperatures and deformational elements) of the thermo-mechanical system. 

 

Fig. 6. Experimental setup in the MT workspace 

 The calibration coefficients of the two identified TFs for approximation of MT thermal 

errors in the Z-direction are shown in Table 1. The sets of identified TFs were selected 

according to the best fit value through the estimation process. The whole calibration process 

lasted up to 50 hours. 

Table 1. Parameters of identified TFs 

TF a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2 

1 –2.6573 5.1965 –2.5392 1 –1.9865 0.9865 

2 –8.4280 8.4279 0 1 –0.6913 –0.3087 

All of the results and conclusions are associated with the following experiment 

conditions: the thermal error compensation model was valid for no-load or finishing 

conditions, the model was calibrated in one configuration of the MT axes (at the centre  

of the rotary table), and compensation was realized in the linear directions only. The 5-axis 

milling centre was equipped with a fluid-air-chiller (without a compressor unit) for the spindle 

during all calibration tests. The fluid-air-chiller works as an unregulated heat exchanger 

cooled by the ambient temperature with the help of a fan. Its main features are affordability 

and lower performance. 

The compensation model sensitivity when the spindle cooling system was changed from 

the fluid-air-chiller to a commercial compressor cooler (HYDAC) is of further interest.  

The more efficient and expensive compressor cooler regulates the coolant temperature 

according to the ambient temperature. All of the conducted verification tests are listed  

in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Overview of verification tests 

No. Spindle cooling principle Spindle speed behaviour [rpm] Time [h] 

1 Fluid-air-chiller (original) 500, 3000, 6500, 10000, 0 16 

2 Compressor cooler 500, 3000, 6500, 10000, 0 16 

3 Compressor cooler 500, 3000, 6500, 10000, 0, 500, 3000, 6500, 10000, 0, 6000, 0 62 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 7. Inputs into the thermo-mechanical system during 

the first verification test with the original spindle cooling 

principle 

Fig. 8. Measured and simulated outputs from the 

thermo-mechanical system during the first verification 

test with the original spindle cooling principle 
 

 

 

 
  

Fig. 9. Inputs into the thermo-mechanical system during 

the second verification test with the new spindle  

cooling principle 

Fig. 10. Measured and simulated outputs from  

the thermo-mechanical system during the second 

verification test with the new spindle cooling principle 

The first verification test consisted of spindle speed variation with the original fluid-air-

chiller. The setup of the spindle speed variation and model input temperature behaviours is 

shown in Fig. 7. 
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The measured (Z mea), simulated [according to (7) (Z sim)] and residual (Z mea – Z sim) 

deformations during the first verification test are depicted in Fig. 8. The approximation 

quality of the compensation model from equation (7) is 81% expressed by the fit value, and 

21 m out of the original 102 m from the pk point of view. 

The second verification test consisted of similar spindle speed variation to the first 

verification test. The difference between the two experiments was that the spindle cooling 

system was changed from the original fluid-air-chiller to the more efficient compressor 

cooler.  

The setup of the spindle speed variation and model input temperature behaviours is 

shown in Fig. 9. The spindle bearing temperature decreased two-fold through the application 

of the new spindle cooling system. The measured, simulated and residual deformations during 

the second verification test are depicted in Fig. 10. The deformations in the Z-direction 

decreased 1.6-fold compared to the previous test (see Fig. 8) with the fluid-air-chiller and  

the approximation quality of the compensation model from equation (7) is 41% expressed by 

the fit value. The maximum deformations expressed by the pk value were reduced from the 

original 67 m to 28 m. 

There are several approaches to compensation model modification, which differ in the 

degree of modelling difficulty and the time required for additional calibration experiments. 

The developed compensation model based on TFs has an open structure which enables easy 

modification of different thermal source impacts because there are separate solutions for each 

of the participating deformational elements on the overall thermal error [27]. Thus,  

the modification of the TF model due to the change in the cooling unit can be realized via  

a spindle speed sub-model gain, shown in equation (7), whereas the ambient temperature 

impact sub-model can remain unchanged. This concept assumes similar time constants  

of the thermo-mechanical phenomenon. Considering these assumptions, equation (7) may be 

modified: 

 

𝛿𝑍 𝑠𝑖𝑚 = (∆𝑇𝑠𝑝 − ∆𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒) ∙ 휀1 ∙ 𝑔 + ∆𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ∙ 휀2, (8) 

 

where g = 1.7 is the experimentally obtained gain factor of the spindle speed sub-model.  

The result of modified TF compensation model application on the second verification test is 

depicted in Fig. 11. The modification increased the global approximation quality (expressed 

by the fit values according to (4)) of the original model by 40%. The maximum residual 

deformations dropped two-fold to 15 m. 

The third test was conducted to verify the correctness of the model modification 

assumptions expressed by equation (8). The verification test consisted of three spindle  

speed spectra with compressor cooler activity divided according to the MT cooling phases. 

The duration of the experiment was 62 hours. The setup of the spindle speed variations and 

model input temperature behaviours is shown in Fig. 12. The measured, simulated  

and residual deformations during the third verification test are depicted in Fig. 13.  

The global approximation quality expressed by the fit value of the compensation model  

from equation (8) remains at a satisfactory level, i.e. 75%. A reduction from the original 

80 m to 29 m was achieved from the local approximation quality point of view (pk,  

see equation (6)). 
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Fig. 11. Measured and corrected model simulated outputs from the thermo-mechanical system during the second 

verification test with the new spindle cooling principle 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Inputs into the thermo-mechanical system  

during the third verification test with the new spindle 

cooling principle 

Fig. 13. Measured and corrected model simulated outputs 

from the thermo-mechanical system during the third 

verification test with the new spindle cooling principle 

 

The accuracy could be further improved by performing a new calibration measurement 

of the spindle speed impact under the action of the new cooling system or by resolving spindle 

rotation and cooling system impacts on MT thermo-mechanical behaviour separately with 

subsequent superposition, see [28]. The first option would entail additional experiments and 

more time spent on the machine and the second option would also require finding a new 

suitable input into the sub-model solution for the cooling system impact on MT thermal error. 

2.3. INFLUENCE OF CUTTING FLUID ON MACHINE TOOL THERMAL ERRORS 

The TF compensation model from equation (7) was enriched with a sub-model to resolve 

the impact of the cutting process on MT thermal behaviour. Including the cutting process 
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impact in the existing TF model is simple because the model structure is open to description 

of additional thermal sources (see Chapter 2.2). The extended model is introduced in (9): 

 

𝛿𝑍 𝑠𝑖𝑚 = (∆𝑇sp − ∆𝑇base) ∙ 휀1 + ∆𝑇base ∙ 휀2 + ∆𝑇tool ∙ 휀3⏟      
𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑎 𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

, 

(9) 

 

where the term ΔTtool expresses the tool temperature at relative coordinates measured close to 

heat sources (cutting process) and ɛ3 represents the TF in a time domain describing the 

relationships between the relevant inputs and outputs (the tool temperature and tool 

elongation due to the cutting process) of the thermo-mechanical system.  

 The model was verified for different technological parameters (finishing, semifinishing 

and rough machining) and cutting tools (differing tool diameter and number  

of inserts). The model calibration, architecture and verification are described in [1] in detail.  

 The calibration coefficients of the identified additional TF for approximation of MT 

thermal errors caused by the cutting process in the Z-direction are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Parameters of the identified TF for cutting process impact, see [1] 

TF a0 a1 a2 b0 b1 b2 

3 –0.4099 0.1057 0.2872 1 –0.2835 –0.7063 

A cylindrical-shaped workpiece of medium-carbon steel material 1.0503 and a cutting 

tool with a 63 mm diameter (five inserts) were used in further verification tests. The cutting 

process and thermal error measurement methodologies (duration of loading and measuring 

phases, tool temperature and deformation measurement, tool path, etc.) are described in [1] 

in detail. An overview of the MT workspace containing the experimental setup along with the 

details of the measurement position is shown in Fig. 14. 

 

Fig. 14. Experimental setup in the MT workspace (left) and a detail of the measurement position (right) 

All of the results and conclusions are associated with the following experiment 

conditions: the model (including all sub-models) was calibrated in one configuration of the 

MT axes, the tool elongation sub-model was identified for dry cutting conditions (no cutting 
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fluid), the model was built-up except for workpiece deformations and the impact of removed 

material and compensation was only realized in the linear direction of the Z axis. 

The compensation model sensitivity to a change in the technological process due to the 

presence of cutting fluid (as shown in Fig. 15Fig.) is also of interest. The parameters of cutting 

fluid application (volume, nuzzle directions, etc.) were set according to the MT producer’s 

standards.  

 

Fig. 15. Cutting fluid in machining verification tests 

All of the verification tests along with the cutting parameters are listed in Table 4. The 

verification tests can be divided into two groups with the same cutting parameters, differing 

only in the presence or absence of cutting fluid: semi-finishing and rough machining. 

Table 4. Overview of verification tests and cutting parameters 

No. Cutting fluid Technological process ap [mm]  vf [mm] nsp [rpm] P [kW] Time [h] 

1 No Semi-finishing 1.5  758 758 0.3 3.5 

2 Yes Semi-finishing 1.5  758 758 0.3 6.5 

3 No Rough machining 3  668 477 2.5 12 

4 Yes Rough machining 3  668 477 2.5 37 

The first verification test consisted of dry machining with semi-finishing cutting 

parameters. The experiment setup of the spindle speed and model input temperature 

behaviours is shown in Fig. 16. The measured (Z mea table-stator, Z mea table-TCP), simulated 

(Z sim  table-TCP) and residual (residueZ = Z mea table-TCP - Z sim table-TCP) deformations during the 

first verification test are depicted in Fig. 17. The approximation quality of the compensation 

model from equation (9) is 73% expressed by the global indicator fit. The cooling phase was 

not recorded. 
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Fig. 16. Inputs into the thermo-mechanical system during 

the first verification test for dry machining and semi-

finishing conditions 

Fig. 17. Measured and simulated outputs from the 

thermo-mechanical system during the first verification 

test for dry machining and semi-finishing conditions 

The second verification test consisted of a similar cutting parameter setup to the previous 

test, apart from cutting fluid presence. The setup of the spindle speed and model input 

temperature behaviours is shown in Fig. 18. The relative tool temperature decreased six-fold 

through the application of cutting fluid during the machining process. The measured, 

simulated and residual deformations during the second verification test are depicted in 

Fig. 19. Uncompensated deformations in the Z-direction, measured at the TCP, decreased  

2.8-fold compared to the previous test for dry machining. The approximation quality of the 

compensation model from equation (9) is 40% expressed by the fit value. The effectivity  

of the compensation model decreased through cutting fluid application, but resulted in  

a thermal error reduction of 4.75-fold compared to the uncompensated state under dry 

machining. A good approximation of the cooling phase is observable in Fig. 19. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 18. Inputs into the thermo-mechanical system during 

the second verification test under wet machining  

and semi-finishing conditions 

Fig. 19. Measured and simulated outputs from  

the thermo-mechanical system during the second 

verification test under wet machining and semi-

finishing conditions 
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The results from testing under semi-finishing conditions are summarised in Table 5. 

Table 5. Results of verification tests under semi-finishing cutting conditions 

No. Experiment setup pk [m] 

1 
Dry machining  76 

Dry machining with active model 19 

2 
Wet machining 27 

Wet machining with active model 16 

The third verification test consisted of rough machining without cutting fluid 

application. The experimental setup of the spindle speed and model input temperature 

behaviours is shown in Fig. 20. The measured, simulated and residual deformations are 

depicted in Fig. 21. The approximation quality of the compensation model from equation (9) 

is 77% expressed by the fit value. Two tool changes due to insert wear were necessary during 

the loading phase of the experiment. 

  

Fig. 20. Inputs into the thermo-mechanical system during 

the third verification test for dry rough machining 

Fig. 21. Measured and simulated outputs from the 

thermo-mechanical system during the third verification 

test for dry rough machining 

The fourth verification test consisted of a similar cutting parameter setup to the previous 

test, apart from cutting fluid presence. The setup of the spindle speed and model input 

temperature behaviours is shown in Fig. 22. 

The relative tool temperature decreased 14-fold through the application of cutting fluid 

during the machining process. The measured, simulated and residual deformations during  

the fourth verification test are depicted in Fig. 23. Uncompensated deformations in the  

Z-direction decreased eight-fold compared to the previous test for dry machining.  

The approximation quality of the compensation model is 34% expressed by the fit value. 

Cutting fluid application decreased the effectivity of the compensation model, but resulted in 
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a thermal error reduction of 15-fold compared to the uncompensated state under dry 

machining conditions. The stability of the compensation model during the long-term cooling 

phase (over 30 hours) is observable in Fig. 23. The test results for rough machining are 

summarized in Table 6.  

  
Fig. 22. Inputs into the thermo-mechanical system  

during the fourth verification test for  

wet rough machining 

Fig. 23. Measured and simulated outputs from  

the thermo-mechanical system during the fourth 

verification test for wet rough machining 

Table 6. Results of verification tests for rough machining 

No. Experiment setup pk [m] 

3 
Dry machining 230 

Dry machining with active model 122 

4 
Wet machining 28 

Wet machining with active model 15 

Note that the relatively high pk value (122 m) of the compensated state achieved 

during the third test occurred during a period of tool change when there was considerable 

measurement uncertainty. 

Modelling based on experimental data of cutting fluid impact on MT thermal errors is 

complicated. However, a TF compensation model calibrated for dry machining conditions 

with appropriate temperature inputs can achieve a significant reduction in thermal errors even 

with the use of cutting fluid. 

3. ENHANCEMENT OF MACHINE TOOL ACCURACY THROUGH COOLING 

SYSTEM CONTROL 

A common approach to controlling the cooling unit is to use the heat exchanger (HEX) 

input, output or both to control the cooling liquid temperature [29]. As a controllable element, 

it is possible to use the three-way mixing valve to mix the HEX output liquid with the cool 

liquid from the reservoir or control the flow through the HEX. Both methods lead to the same 
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result: constant HEX output. This form of cooling regulation is herein denoted as fixed 

regulation. In the case of measuring structure temperature, derivation of the regulation process 

variable instead of the liquid temperature is denoted as gradient regulation. To determine  

the impact of both methods the test bed was assembled, see Fig. 24. 

The test bed consists of a C-shaped frame [30], which was equipped with the HEX and 

an electric heater. The C-frame is similar to a 3-axis vertical milling machine, therefore  

the deformation at the TCP was determined as the overall output of the thermo-mechanical 

system. Deformations may be measured in three axes (X, Y, Z).  

 
Fig. 24. Scheme of the experimental rig  

The cooling unit consists of an automatic coolant reservoir, which maintains the refrige-

rator to keep the coolant liquid at a temperature of 15℃. The test bed was also equipped with 

a 3-way mixing valve, which was able to receive analogue voltage signals as the control input. 

It was also possible to control the centrifugal pump with a fixed impeller speed. However, 

this feature was used to correct the overcooled state. This means that when the regulator 

overshoots the required temperature (i.e., overcools the structure), the three-way valve is set 

to recirculation and the pump to the highest rotation speed (rpm). This creates the state 

machine, which consists of two stages: the liquid temperature control state and the compensa-

tion process variable overshoot state. 

Before explaining the difference in the regulators, it is appropriate to introduce  

the overall thermo-mechanical behaviour of the entire setup. As shown in Fig. 25, there is  

the electric heater performance spectrum and liquid temperatures at the input and the output 

of the HEX, respectively. 

It is obvious that the heat coming from the heater is reflected only in the output line. 

This behaviour is caused by expanded liquid leakage and is affected by the very close location 

of the THexOut temperature sensor. As mentioned earlier, this experiment was meant to be 

without cooling, and thus the flow rate was set to 0 l/min. In Fig. 26, there is a record  

of deformation at the TCP in three axes. It is evident that the heating procedure in the  

Z-direction has the greatest impact. For this performance spectra, the maximum deformation 
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value was  180 m and the state was still not steady. This could give the impression that  

the cooling contributes positively in both control ways. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 25. Thermo-mechanical system input  

without cooling identification tests 

Fig. 26. Thermo-mechanical system output  

without cooling identification tests 

 As can be seen in Fig. 27, the regulator for both methods was very simple – a PID 

regulator with different feedback and P, I, D parameters for each method. It was crucial to 

initialize the experiment. This consists of determining the required setpoint values with 

respect to the ambient temperature and natural thermal gradient (measured in the steady state, 

given by the temperature difference between the floor and ceiling). During  

the initialization phase, the reference values were set as Treq and ΔTreq, which were derived 

from the ambient temperature and the natural gradient. 

 

 
Fig. 27. Regulator with feedback selector  

 

 
Fig. 28. Thermal gradient comparison for each regulation method 
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The thermal gradient of the C-frame structure for both methods may be compared, see 

Fig. 28. In the case of gradient control, the regulator compensated the temperature gradient 

overshoot (observable in the ΔTgradFix line). Furthermore, it will be shown that this had  

a fundamental effect on the reduction of deformation. 

With the fixed regulation approach, one constant heat source is added, which weakens 

the effect of the electric heater. The fact that it is constant may be seen in Fig. 29. The saw 

shape signal of both temperatures was caused by a backlash in the mechanism of the 3-way 

valve. Nevertheless, it was possible to keep the heat flow though the HEX within reasonable 

limits. In Fig. 30, it is possible to see that the negative influence of the electric heater on 

thermal behaviour was significantly decreased. The deformation of the most affected  

Z-direction decreased dramatically compared to the non-cooled state (see Fig. 26). 

 

Fig. 29. Thermo-mechanical system input during 

fixed regulation method experiments 

Fig. 30. Thermo-mechanical system output during 

fixed regulation method experiments 

In the case of gradient regulation, the reaction of the system followed electric heater 

performance. As may be seen in Fig. 31, the shape of the input and output of the HEX is 

reciprocal to heater performance. Thus, the resultant thermally induced displacement at the 

TCP was decreased even further (see Fig. 32).  

 

 

Fig. 31. Thermo-mechanical system input during 

gradient regulation method experiments 

Fig. 32. Thermo-mechanical system output during 

gradient regulation method experiments 
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The X-direction had the largest contribution of deformation after application of gradient 

regulation. The main deformation in Z-direction is suppressed below the other coordinates X 

and Y and in comparison to the non-cooled state the gradient regulation method decreases 

thermal error by two orders of magnitude. The residual deformation of the X and Y-direction 

may be compensated by identifying TFs of this thermal behaviour (the modelling approach 

was presented in [30]). Such a model could act as a compensation algorithm which could 

prepare correction values for servo drives. The experimental rig was not equipped with any 

actuator, thus the calculated values would only give a theoretical presentation of the method. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the effects of internal heat 

source cooling systems and cutting fluids on MT thermal errors and strategies for their 

mitigation, especially the impact on thermal error compensation models. The effects of fluid 

cooling systems on MT thermal behaviour and thermal error compensation models are 

illustrated with the author’s recent research results. 

Firstly, different types of tests were carried out on a gantry-type 5-axis milling centre 

with a rotary table and symmetrical structure to investigate the sensitivity of a thermal error 

compensation model based on TFs to modification of the fluid cooling systems and cutting 

fluid presence. It was demonstrated that a modelling approach using TFs has the potential to 

deal with these issues. It is primarily due to the open structure of the developed TF 

compensation model based on the linearization of MT thermal issues (separate solutions for 

each of the participating deformational elements caused by different heat sources on overall 

thermal errors). This enables easy integration of different heat source (or heat sink) impacts, 

and furthermore transparent and fast modification of the sub-models addressing particular 

influences (e.g. modification of the cooling system, cutting fluid presence, etc.). 

In case of modification of the cooling system, the simple modification via a spindle 

speed sub-model gain factor increased the global approximation quality expressed by the fit 

value according to (4) of the original model by 40%. An additional example is modification 

of the technological process through the presence of cutting fluid (dry cutting or wet cutting). 

Despite the fact that the modelling of cutting fluid impact on MT thermal errors is very 

complex and complicated, the TF compensation model calibrated for dry machining 

conditions with appropriate temperature inputs could achieve a significant reduction in 

thermal errors even with the use of cutting fluid. Thus, it was shown that the open structure 

of the thermal error compensation models based on TFs is a very efficient time-saver because 

it allows significant reduction of time spent on the machine due to the realization of additional 

experiments to build a new compensation model as well as the time savings in the modelling 

phase. 

Secondly, different methods of regulation of the cooling unit tested to improve the MT 

thermal behaviour were presented, namely fixed regulation and gradient regulation. Fixed 

regulation dramatically reduced the thermally induced displacements at the TCP compared to 

the non-cooled state. However, the results carried out on the test bed representing a 3-axis 

vertical milling machine confirmed that thermally induced displacements at the TCP 
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decreased even further. The main deformation in Z-direction was suppressed below the other 

coordinates X and Y and in comparison with the non-cooled state, the gradient regulation 

method improved thermal error by two orders of magnitude. 

The fluid cooling systems of MT are vital for the development of high precision MT due 

to control of their thermal behaviour, which generally deteriorates MT accuracy and 

consequently the resulting workpiece accuracy. As fluid cooling systems have significant 

impacts on resulting MT thermal errors likewise on thermal error compensation models,  

it seems worthwhile to focus further research on related issues. 
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